Add-a-Word

Add a word meaning 'something worn on the head' to the letter 'c' and you get a word that means 'talk': C + HAT = 'chat'

Do these the same way as the example:

1. B + not out = where we put rubbish
2. B + you and I = a form of transport
3. T + a common domesticated bird = not now
4. S + a baby's bed = a person from Scotland
5. P + a beam of sunlight = what you might do in church
6. G + sick = what a fish uses to breathe
7. H + as well as = part of the body
8. F + a common colour = a boy's name
9. B + a number = what dogs like
10. S + not high = a snail's pace
11. F + part of the body = where wheat is grown
12. S + a small fairy-like being = you
13. B + Noah's boat = the skin of a tree
14. D + to tear = what a leaky tap does
15. H + a long thin fish = part of the foot
16. P + writing fluid = a colour
17. S + a step = where rockets fly
18. P + biting insects = trousers
19. I + water from the sky = form of transport
20. C + what's on top of your head = piece of furniture
21. ST + something worn on the finger = something used to tie parcels
22. C + the sound made by bees = a friend
23. B + to hurry = something you use on your hair
24. SP + something shot from a bow = a bird
25. D + a large flow of water = the person at the front of a bus
26. CL + the middle traffic light = to climb
27. TH + below = storm noise
28. T + what a camel has = to hit
29. S + part of the mouth = cricket fielding position
30. S + what birds have = sways